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We study the dynamics of topological defects of a frustrated spin system displaying spiral order. As a
starting point we consider theSOs3d nonlinear sigma model to describe long-wavelength fluctuations around
the noncollinear spiral state. Besides the usual spin-wave magnetic excitations, the model allows for topologi-
cally nontrivial static solutions of the equations of motion, associated with the change of chiralitysclockwise
or counterclockwised of the spiral. We consider two types of these topological defects, single vortices and
vortex-antivortex pairs, and quantize the corresponding solutions by generalizing the semiclassical approach to
a non-Abelian field theory. The use of the collective coordinates allows us to represent the defect as a particle
coupled to a bath of harmonic oscillators, which can be integrated out employing the Feynman-Vernon path-
integral formalism. The resulting effective action for the defect indicates that its motion is damped due to the
scattering by the magnons. We derive a general expression for the damping coefficient of the defect, and
evaluate its temperature dependence in both cases, for a single vortex and for a vortex-antivortex pair. Finally,
we consider an application of the model for cuprates, where a spiral state has been argued to be realized in the
spin-glass regime. By assuming that the defect motion contributes to the dissipative dynamics of the charges,
we can compare our results with the measured inverse mobility in a wide range of temperature. The relatively
good agreement between our calculations and the experiments confirms the possible relevance of an incom-
mensurate spiral order for lightly doped cuprates.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.71.064421 PACS numberssd: 75.10.Nr, 74.25.Fy, 74.72.Dn
I. INTRODUCTION
Two-dimensional frustrated Heisenberg spin systems with
noncollinear or canted order have attracted much attention
recently. Noncollinear order arises due to frustration, which
may originate from different sources. The most common
kind of frustration is realized in antiferromagnets on a two-
dimensionalsor three-dimensional stackedd triangular lattice.
Prototypes of these geometrically frustrated magnets are
pyrochlores.1–3A second source of frustration may be a com-
petition between nearest-neighbor and further-neighbor ex-
change interactions between spins. Typical examples are
helimagnets, where a magnetic spiral is formed along a cer-
tain direction of the lattice.1 A third kind of frustration may
occur by chemical doping of a magnetically ordered system.
In this case, the spin current of the itinerant doped charges
couples to the local magnetic moment of the magnetic host,
leading to the formation of a noncollinear magnetic state.
This situation may be realized in lightly doped cuprate
superconductors.4–12
The main characteristic of the noncollinear state is that
the spin configuration must be described by a set of three
orthonormal vectors or, alternatively, by a rotational matrix
which defines the orientation of this set with respect to some
fixed reference frame. As a consequence, the order-parameter
space is isomorphic to the three-dimensional rotational group
SOs3d, and in the low-temperature phase, when the rotational
symmetry is fully broken, three spin-wave modes are present
in the system, instead of two, as in the nonfrustrated case.
Moreover, topological defects may arise in the system, asso-
ciated to the chiral degeneracy of the spiral, which can rotate
clockwise or counterclockwise. Because the order-parameter
space has a nontrivial first homotopy group,p1fSOs3dg=Z2,
the topological excitations are vortex like. On the other hand,
skyrmions are not present because the second homotopy
group of theSOs3d is trivial, p2fSOs3dg=0.13
A convenient field-theoretical description of frustrated
Heisenberg systems in the long-wavelength limit is provided
by theSOs3d nonlinear sigmasNLsd model.13–17 Its critical
behavior in two dimensions has been extensively investi-
gated, both in the absence and in the presence of topological
excitations. Studies in the former case have revealed a dy-
namical enhancement of the symmetry fromOs3d ^ Os2d to
Os4d under renormalization group flow ind=2+e, which
means that in the critical region all three spin-wave modes
have the same velocity.14,17When topological excitations are
included, a complex finite-temperature behavior is found.18
Numerical studies, as well as analysis involving entropy and
free-energy arguments, indicate the occurrence of a transition
driven by vortex-antivortex pairs unbinding at a finite tem-
peratureTv.
19–22In contrast to theXYcase, here vortices and
spin waves are coupled already in the harmonic approxima-
tion, and anharmonic spin-wave interactions yield a finite
correlation length for arbitrarily low temperatures.17,23
Therefore, the transition mediated by vortices is a crossover
rather than a true Kosterlitz-ThoulessKTd transition.24 Free
vortices start to proliferate at the temperatureTv, similarly as
vortices in theXYmodel do above the KT-transition tempera-
ture.
In the present paper we study the physical properties of
frustrated Heisenberg spin system, which are sensitive to the
dynamics of the above-mentioned topological defects. The
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approach we use has been employed to describe the dynam-
ics of excitations in a very broad class of one- or two-
dimensional systems.25 The central idea is the application of
the collective-coordinate method26 to quantize a nontrivial
static solution of the classical equation of motion of the
field-theoretical model in question. In our case, we find that
single vortexlike excitations or vortex-antivortex pairs are
the localized static solution of theSOs3d NLs model. A
proper description of the quantum levels associated with
these solutions is provided, on the semiclassical level, by a
theory in which the topological excitation is represented by a
single quantum-mechanical variable coupled to a bath of
quantum harmonic oscillators, which are the fluctuations
about the classical solution itself. Thus, the resulting effec-
tive model represents a particlesthe topological defectd scat-
tered by the linearized excitations of the system. The latter
can be integrated out using the standard system-plus-
reservoir approach,25 leading to a dissipative equation of mo-
tion for the topological excitation. As a consequence, any
physical property of these systems that depends on the mo-
tion of the topological excitations may be expressed in terms
of transport coefficients—such as mobility and diffusion—of
these damped defects. Since we do neglect any interaction
between the defects, our results are only valid for a diluted
gas of topological excitations. Part of our results concerning
the mobility of a vortex-antivortex defect has been recently
published in Ref. 12. Here, besides a complete presenta-
tion of the technical details, we discuss also the transport at
finite frequencies and we compare—qualitatively and
quantitatively—the cases where the defect is represented by
a single vortex or by a vortex-antivortex pair. Moreover, in
the light of new experimental results by Andoet al.,27 we
discuss the relevance of the single vortices for the transport
in the spin-glass phase of cuprates.
The structure of the paper is the following. Starting from
the SOs3d NLs model, we derive in Sec. II the quantum
Hamiltonian describing the dynamics of the topological de-
fect coupled to a bath of magnetic excitations. In Sec. III the
equation governing the evolution of the reduced density ma-
trix for the topological defect is obtained and the influence
functional, which describes the effect of the magnon bath on
the dynamics of the vortices, is evaluated. Section IV is de-
voted to the derivation of the effective action for the defect
after the magnons have been integrated out, and in Sec. V the
inverse mobility is calculated. In Sec. VI we discuss how a
spiral state may be realized in cuprates, and we then apply
our results to this specific case. Section VII contains our
conclusions. Details of the calculations are given in the Ap-
pendixes.
II. THE MODEL
In the spiral state the spin configurationS at each siter is
described by means of a Dreibein order parameter
nk






= n = n1 cossks · r d − n2 sinsks · r d, s1d
whereS= uSu and the wave vectorks=sp /a,p /ad+Q, with a
denoting the lattice constant. Here,Q=s2p /mxa,2p /myad
measures theincommensuratespin correlations. Indeed, the
magnetic susceptibility corresponding to the spin modulation
s1d has two peaks atks and −ks fequivalent tosp /a,p /ad
−Qg, as represented in Fig. 1 in the case ofmx=−my. The
resulting spin order forn1 andn2 in the plane is represented
in Fig. 2, wheremx=−my=20. Observe that the periodicity of
the spin texture is 2p /Q for even values ofmx, my, and twice
it for odd values.
As discussed in Refs. 14–16, a proper continuum field
theory for the spiral state is provided by theSOs3d quantum
NLs model
S =E dt d2xfkks]tnkd2 − pkas]ankd2g.
Here, the indexa stands for the spatial coordinates and sum-
mation over repeated indices is understood. The spatial an-
isotropy of the spin stiffnesspka depends on the components
Qa of the incommensurate wave vector. Since at the fixed
point all the spin-wave velocities are equal,14,17 we will con-
sider the casekk;k, pka;pa and we will choose a system
of coordinates parallelsxid and perpendicularsx'd to the spi-
ral axis, respectively,
S = kE dtdx'dxifs]tnkd2 − c'2 s]'nkd2 − ci2s]inkd2g, s2d
wherec';Îp' /k andci ;Îpi /k are the spin-wave veloci-
ties perpendicular and parallel to the spiral axis. Even though
FIG. 1. Incommensurate magnetic response for the spiral spin
modulation s1d. The magnetic susceptibility corresponding to the
spiral order with the wave vectorks exhibits two peaks at the points
sp /a,p /ad±Q marked by a circle in the figure. In this caseQ has
finite components in both thex and y directions, and the distance
between the peaks is twice the modulus ofQ.
FIG. 2. Spin background corresponding to Eq.s1d and to the
case depicted in Fig. 1. Here, a value ofQ=s2p /20a,−2p /20ad
has been chosen.
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for the moment we will keep our derivation on general
grounds, in Sec. VI we will specify the values of the param-
etersk and c for the case of cuprates, where they can be
related to measurable quantities.
Given the actions2d as our starting model, our first aim
is to analyze whether the equations of motion admit
topologically nontrivial solutions. For that purpose, it is con-
venient to introduce an equivalent representation of thenk
a
order parameter through an elementg[SUs2d as
nk











a.23 Here,]m;s]t , ¹ d and
e123=e
123=1. Using thats]mnd2=8Am
2 sno summation over
index m is imposed hered, the actions2d reads
S = 8kE dt dxi dx'sA02 − c'2 A'2 − ci2A i2d . s4d
The above action may be mapped to an isotropic form by
introducing the coordinatesr =sx,yd, with
x =Î ci
c'
x', y =Îc'ci xi.
We then find
S = NE dt d2rA m2 ; NE dt d2r sA02 − c2Aa2d, s5d
with the isotropic spin-wave velocityc=Îcic' and the con-
stantN=8k. The most generic expression for the elementg
is given by
gfaW g = expS i
2
aW sr ,td · sWD , s6d





NE d2r s]maW d2, s7d
with ]mA]mB;]tA]tB−c2¹A¹B. By making the ansatz18
aW sr ,td=mW Csr ,td, wheremW is a constant unit vector andC a
scalar function, the Lagrangians7d reduces to
L0 =
1
4NE d2r s]mCd2. s8d
The equation of motion for the fieldC
]t
2C − c2¹2C = 0, s9d
possesses static topologically nontrivial solutions in the form
of a single-vortex defect atR=sX,Yd
C1v = arctanSx − Xy − YD , s10d
and a vortex-antivortex pair
C2v = arctanSx − X1y − Y1D − arctanSx − X2y − Y2D
= arctanH fd 3 sr − Rdgzfsr − Rd2 − d2/4gJ , s11d
where now R=sR1+R2d /2 is the center of mass and
d=R2−R1 the relative coordinate of the defect pair. If in
Eqs. s10d and s11d the role ofx and y coordinates is inter-
changed, one only changes the vorticity. Without loss of gen-
erality, we may assume the unity vector to be in thez direc-
tion, m= êz. Thus, the nk fields which define the spin
configuration according to Eq.s1d are given by
n1=scosC ,−sinC ,0d, n2=ssinC ,cosC ,0d, n3=s0,0,1d.
The spin patterns corresponding to a single vortexfC from
Eq. s10dg or to a vortex-antivortex pairfC from Eq.s11dg are
represented in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively.
The main difference between the two possible static solu-
tions s10d ands11d is their energy. As shown in Appendix A,
the energy of a single-vortex diverges with the logarithm of
the system size,, EfC1vg~ ln ,. On the other hand, the
vortex-antivortex pairs have finite energy, depending on the
distanced between defects,EfC2vg~ ln d. A similar situation
is realized in the standardXY model, where indeed the pres-
ence of single defects below the KT transition is not ener-
getically favorable in the thermodynamic limit.24 However,
FIG. 4. Spin background corresponding to the vortex-antivortex
solution of Eq. s11d. The centers of the vortices are marked
by a circle. The spiral incommensurabilityQ is the same used in
Fig. 2.
FIG. 3. Spin background corresponding to the one-vortex
solution of Eq. s10d. The center of the vortex is marked by
the circle. The spiral incommensurabilityQ is the same used in
Fig. 2.
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in the case of the models2d, which possesses asymptotic
freedom, the correlation lengthj is finite at any finite
temperature,17,23 so that the logarithmic divergence of the
single-vortex energy should be understood up to the length
scalej, EfC1vg~ ln j. In addition, the energy of the vortex-
antivortex pair should be bounded below at distances of the
order of few lattice spacings, which is the intrinsic cutoff of
the theory. Because the procedure that we describe in the
following does not depend on the exact form of the static
solution, we will refer to a static topological defect solution
Cv specifying only at the end of the calculations the differ-
ences between the casess10d and s11d.
Following a procedure analogous to the one described in
Ref. 26 to quantize the kink solution of the scalar field
theory, we analyze now the effect of the fluctuations around
the static topologically nontrivial configuration, which is a
saddle point of the action that corresponds to the Lagrangian
s8d. In order to reach this aim, we write the generic field
g[SUs2d of Eq. s6d in the form of a product of the fieldgs
corresponding to a static solutionmW Cvsr d and the fieldg«
corresponding to the fluctuations around it
gsr ,td = gsfCvsr dgg«f«Wsr ,tdg, s12d
where
g«f«Wg = expS i2«W · sWD .
Observe that the description of the fluctuations via Eq.s12d
differs from the standard approach used for a scalar field
theory,26 and it is related to the symmetry properties of the
order parameter. Indeed, since the fullg has to be an element
of theSUs2d group, and bothgs, g[SUs2d, then the fluctua-
tions g« aroundgs have to belong toSUs2d as well. If, in-
stead, we had used the expansionaW =mW Cv+«W, the equations
of motion for the«W field would have been independent of the
static solutionCv, leading to a failure of the semiclassical
expansion. Using Eqs.s3d and s12d, we can express the ac-
tion s5d in terms of the fieldsCv and«W. Retaining only terms




















2. The corresponding Lagrangian then reads
sAppendix Bd
L = L0 + NE d2rL1, s13d
with L0 given by Eq.s8d and










Here, we used the fact thatm= êz and introduced polar coor-
dinates«W =s« cosu ,« sin u ,«zd. Since the LagrangianL1 is
evaluated at the vortex-like solutionCv of Eq. s9d, the equa-
tions of motion for the fluctuations around the topological
defect also depend onCv
«: s]t




¹ s«2 ¹ Cvd = 0, s16d
«z: s]t
2 − c2¹2d«z = 0. s17d
Equations16d admits the solutionu=Cv /2, whereas Eq.s17d
indicates that the field«z is free. By using these two condi-




E d2rFs]mCvd2 + s]m«d2 − 14«2s]mCvd2G , s18d
and the equation of motions15d as
f]t2 − c2¹2 − 14s¹Cvd2g« = 0.
Since the fieldCv in the previous equation does not depend
on time, we decompose the field« into its time- and space-
dependent parts
«sr ,td = o
nm
qnmstdhnmsr d, s19d
and identify the normal modeshnm with the eigenfunctions
of the operator
c2f¹2 + Vsr dghnm= − vnm
2 hnm. s20d
This equation has the typical form of a Schrödinger-type
equation for a particle scattered by a potential
Vsr d=s¹Cvd2/4. The two indicesn andm refer, respectively,
to the radial and angular part of the wave function. By using
a standard approach to scattering problems in two dimen-
sions, one may express the wave functionshnm in terms of
the eigenfunctions of the free problemsV=0d, corrected by a






eimqfHumus1dsknmrd + e−2idmHumus2dsknmrdg .
s21d
Here, Humu
s1,2d are Hankel functions of the first and second
kinds,m is an integer, andq is a polar angle. Theknm values
are determined by requiring the vanishing of the wave func-
tion s21d at the boundaryr =,. By using the asymptotic form
of the Hankel functions, we obtainknm, =s2n+1dp /2
+s2umu+1dp /4−dm, wheren is a positive integer. Since the
field « is real, we may rewrite the expansions19d in the form
«sr ,td = o
n,mù0
fqnmstdhnmsr d + qnm
* stdhnm
* sr dg, s22d
where we used the identitieshn,m=e
−2idmhn,−m
* and dm=d−m.
Note that the sum in Eq.s22d is over the positive angular
momenta, as will be the case in what follows.
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The static defect solutionCvsr d of Eq. s9d is invariant
under translation of the center of the defectsi.e., the position
of the vortex or the center of mass of the vortex-antivortex
paird. A consequence of this invariance26 is that Eq. s20d
admits zero-frequency modes. A consistent treatment of them
requires the use of the collective coordinate method.25,26The
center of mass of the defect is then promoted to a dynamical
variable, yielding
Cvsr d → Cvfr − Rstdg, s23d
and
«sr ,td → «fr − Rstd,tg ; o
nm
sqnmstdhnm„r − Rstd) + c.c.d,
s24d
where the last sum is over all nonzero-frequency modes. By
inserting these expressions into the full Lagrangians18d
evaluated at the saddle-point solution, we obtain
N
4










is the mass of the topological defect, which is proportional to




E dt d2r s]t«d2 = N4 onm,klE dt d2r fq̇nm* stdhnm*
− qnm
* ]ahnm
* Ṙastd + c.c.g
3fq̇klstdhkl − qkl]bhklṘbstd + c.c.g
=
N
2 onmE dtfuq̇nmu2 + okl Ṙstdsq̇nmqkl* Gnm,kl*
+ q̇nm
* qklGnm,kldg, s26d
where the coupling constantsG are related to the eigenfunc-
tions h via
Gnm,kl =E d2rhkl ¹ hnm* ,
and we neglected terms of orderq2Ṙ2. Here, we used that
ed2rhnmhkl=0 anded2rhnm¹hkl=0 for m and l positive. By













where we rescaledq→qÎN /2. Using thatGnm,kl* =−Gkl,nm,
















Here,P is the momentum canonically conjugate to the center
of the defectR, and qnm and pnm are the coordinates and
momenta of the magnons. The classical Hamiltonians27d
can be promptly quantized by introducing two sets of inde-
pendent creation and annihilation operators,â†,â, and b̂†,b̂.
The quantum Hamiltonian reads












is the Hamiltonian of the bath of magnons which consists of
two independent sets of noninteracting harmonic oscillators
described by the operatorsâ,â† and b̂,b̂†, as it is expected in
two dimensions. The interaction between the bath and the











† − âklb̂nmdg, s31d














The terms with the coupling constantsD /C describe the
scattering/creationsannihilationd of magnetic excitations by
the defect. Since we consider here only the low-energy dy-
namics of the topological defect, we neglect the off-diagonal
terms in the interaction Hamiltonian, i.e., we setC=0. In the
following we shall integrate out the bath degrees of freedom
in order to study the effective dynamics of the defects. For
that purpose we employ the Feynman-Vernon formalism.
III. REDUCED DENSITY MATRIX
In this section we derive the reduced density matrix for
the defect. The system under consideration consists of two
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subsystems: the topological defect and the bath of magnons.
Thus, the Hilbert space of the full system,H, is a direct
product of the subsystem Hilbert spacesH=Hv ^ HB
;Hv ^ HBsad ^ HBsbd, and the state of the full system is also a
direct product, ux ,aW l;uxl ^ uaW l;uxl ^ uaW al ^ uaW bl. We use
the coordinate representation for the defectsx are the eigen-
values of its center-of-mass position operatord, and the co-
herent state representation for the bath,ânmuaW al=anm,auaW al
and b̂nmuaW bl=anm,buaW bl. The reduced density matrix is de-
fined asr̂̃vstd=trBfr̂stdg, where trB denotes the trace over the
bath degrees of freedom, andr̂std is the density matrix of the
full system, whose evolution is described by
r̂std = e−iĤt/"r̂s0deiĤt/". s33d
Here,Ĥ is the Hamiltonian of the full system given by Eqs.
s28d–s32d. The matrix elements of the density operator in the
basis introduced before are
r̂sx,aW ;y,bW ;td = kx,aW ur̂stduy,bW l,






kx,aW ue−iĤt/"r̂s0deiĤt/"uy,aW l. s34d
After insertion of the unity operator on both sides ofr̂s0d in
Eq. s34d, the reduced density matrix acquires the form
r̂̃v =E d2aW
p2N





3kx8,bW ur̂s0duy8,bW 8lky8,bW 8ueiĤt/"uy,aW l. s35d
In order to calculate the time evolution of the reduced den-
sity matrix, we have to define the initial condition for the
density matrix of the full system. For the sake of simplicity,
we choose the factorizable one
r̂s0d = r̂̃vs0dr̂̃Bs0d, s36d
which implies that the bath and the topological defect are
decoupled att=0. The bath is assumed to be initially in





whereU;" / skBTd. Here, we used the fact that the baths do
not interact, so the density matrix of the full bath is the
product of the density matrices for the separate baths. By
substituting Eqs.s36d and s37d into Eq. s35d, we obtain
r̂̃vsx,y,td =E d2x8E d2y8Jsx,y,t;x8,y8,0dr̂̃vsx8,y8,0d,
s38d








r̂̃BsbW * ,bW 8,0dKsx,aW * ;x8,bW ;td
3K*sy,aW * ;y8,bW 8;td. s39d
A. Superpropagator
We consider the superpropagators39d. The kernel
Ksx,aW * ;y,bW ;td ; kx,aW ue−iĤt/"uy,bW l, s40d
can be expressed in the path-integral formalism assAppen-
dix Cd
Ksx,aW * ;y,bW ;td =E
y
x


























− ẋ · hIszW* ,zWdgJ ; SI,afx,zWag + SI,bfx,zWbg s42d




* znm,i ; hB,a + hB,b,
hI = " o
nm,kl
Dnm,klzkl,a
* znm,a − Dkl,nmznm,bzkl,b
* ; hI,a + hI,b.
By inserting Eq.s41d into Eq. s39d and using the reduced
density matrix of the bath in the coherent state representation










where F=FaFb is the total influence functional, and
Fisi =a,bd is the influence functional for the bathi given by
sto simplify notation we omit the indexi in the integration
variablesd








rBsbW * ,bW 8,0d















fzW*s0d · bW + zWstd · aW *
+ gW s0d · bW 8* + gW *std · aW gJexphSI,ifx,zWg + SI,i* fy,gW gj,
s44d
with the initial conditions
zWs0d = bW , zW*std = aW * , s45d
gW *s0d = bW 8* gW std = aW . s46d
B. Influence functional
We now evaluate the influence functional, which de-
scribes the influence of the bath on the effective dynamics of
the defect. The only difference between the functionalsFa
andFb is in the form of the interactionSI; see Eqs.s42d and
s44d. Note that the actionsSI,a and SI,b are related by the
substitutionDnm,kl→−Dkl,nm. Thus, it is enough to calculate
the functionalFa, and consequentlyFb is obtained using the
latter transformation. In order to simplify notation, in what
follows we write the integration variables without the index
a. First, we calculate the path integrals in Eq.s44d using the
stationary phase approximationsSPAd. In order to apply the
SPA, we have to solve the equations of motion correspond-
ing to SI andSI
* . BecauseSI
*sx ,zWd=−SIsx ,zWd, we need to con-
sider onlySI. The equations of motion are promptly obtained
from dSI /dznm
* =0, dSI /dznm=0, and they read










Notice that the two equations are identical; one is the com-
plex conjugate of the others ecall thatDnm,kl=Dkl,nm
* d.
The SPA requires the evaluation of the actionSI on the
classical trajectory, which is the solution of the above equa-
tions of motion. Straightforward calculations show that the
value of SI at the stationary point is zero. If we define
zW =zWcl+DW , then the functional integral overzW becomes the
functional integral over the fluctuationsDW around the saddle
point. Expanding the action around its saddle point, we find
that the relevant contribution comes from the second deriva-
tive of the action at the stationary point, because both the
value and the first derivative of the action are zero at the
saddle point. The second derivative of the action evaluated at
the stationary point is a constant operator, so the integration











fzW*s0d · bW + zWstd · aW *
+ gW s0d · bW 8* + gW *std · aW gJ . s48d
Therefore, in the SPA,SI andSI
* only contribute to the influ-
ence functional through the boundary terms, which may be
determined using the solutions of the equations of motion
ssee Appendix Ed.
After inserting Eqs.sD2d andsE8d into Eq. s48d, and per-
forming the Gaussian integrals overa, b, andb8, the influ-





where the matrixGa is given by
Gnm,kl










and npq=1/fexpsUvpqd−1g is the bosonic occupation num-
ber. EquationsE7d enables us to express the matrixGa only
in terms of the functionalsW andW̃
Gnm,kl
a fx,yg = 12fWkl,nmsx,td + W̃nm,klsx,0d + W̃kl,nm
* sy,0d
+ Wnm,kl




* sy,0d + Wpq,kl
* sy,tdg.
s51d
Using the formula ln detA=tr ln A for the matrix
A=s1−nGad−1, we find
Fafx,yg = expftrsnGadg = expFo
pq
npqGpq,pq
a G , s52d
and the total influence functional reads
F = FaFb = expFo
pq
npqGpq,pqG , s53d
in the lowest order innG, whereG;Ga+Gb. The diagonal
elements of the matrixGa are obtained from Eq.s51d,
while the matrixGb is obtained fromGa by the substitution
Dnm,kl→−Dkl,nm=−Dnm,kl* . The functionalsW and W̃ are
given implicitly by Eqs.sE3d. From their form we see that
they actually represent the amplitude of scattering of the
modenm to the modekl through virtual intermediate states.
These functionals can be determined iteratively from these
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equations up to any order. Here, we study the motion of a
vortex with small kinetic energy; therefore, the Born ap-
proximation will be enough for our purpose. The functionals
W and W̃ are calculated within the Born approximation in
Appendix E. Using Eq.sE4d, the diagonal elements of the
matrix G can be promptly evaluatedsAppendix Fd, and the
total influence functional reads












dt9ust8 − t9demnst8 − t9dfẋmst8d − ẏmst8dg









dt9ust8 − t9dẽmnst8 − t9dfẋmst8d − ẏmst8dg
3fẋnst9d − ẏnst9dg,
with




nnmsDnm,klm* Dnm,kln + Dnm,klm Dnm,kln* d
3sinsvnm− vkldt,




nnmsDnm,klm* Dnm,kln + Dnm,klm Dnm,kln* d
3cossvnm− vkldt. s56d
From Eqs.s43d and s54d, we see that the oscillatory part
expfiF /"g gives a contribution to the effective action of the
defect due to its scattering by the magnons and leads to its
dissipative motion, as we show in the following section. The
decaying part expfF̃g is related to the diffusive properties of
the vortex. The diffusive and damping properties of the de-
fect are related at low temperatures by the fluctuation-
dissipation theorem.
IV. THE DYNAMICS OF THE DEFECT
A. Transport properties of the defect
In this section we shall study the effective dynamics of
the defect after integrating out the magnons. According to
Eqs.s43d and s54d, the effective action describing the influ-
ence of magnons on the motion of the topological defect
reads
Sef f = S0fxg − S0fyg + Ffx,yg, s57d
whereF is given by Eq.s55d. SinceF~D we observe that if
the coupling constantsD were zero, then the motion of the
defect would be free. The equations of motion for the defect
can be directly obtained by extremizing the effective action
s57d, dSef f/dxm=0 anddSef f/dym=0. In terms of the center of













dt8gmnst8 − tdu̇nst8d = 0.




















4M onm,pl snnm− npld
svnm− vpldsvnm+ vpld2
vnmvpl
3sGnm,plm* Gnm,pln + Gnm,plm Gnm,pln* dcossvnm− vpldt
= −
"





n cossvnm− vpldt, s59d






n dsv − vnmddsv8 − vpld,
s60d
and observing that because of the isotropy of the model the
damping matrix is diagonalfsee also Eq.s70d belowg,











sv − v8dsv + v8d2
vv8
3Ssv,v8dcossv − v8dt. s61d
Let us introduce the new variablesj=sv+v8d /2, c=v−v8.





whereJscd is the spectral function of the bath25 given by an
additional integration



















From the equations of motions58d it is easy to see that if a
chargeq is associated with the defectssee next sectiond, the
corresponding optical conductivity is
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where n is the density of carriers andĝszd is the Laplace











When only quasielastic processes are taken into account
c<0, so that we can approximateJscd<Js0d, and using
the fact thate−`
` dc cosct=2pdstd, we find from Eqs.s62d
and s63d that
gstd = gdstd, ĝszd = g/2,
with the damping coefficientgsTd


















According to Eq.s64d the real part of the optical conductivity







whereg /2 plays the role of the inverse scattering time. It is





It is worth noting that, even though the formulas64d is gen-
eral, in the computation of the damping functions59d we
considered only low-energy quasielastic processes, which
naturally, should lead to the Drude-type responses68d. If one
keeps in the evaluation ofJscd the next nonvanishing con-
tribution to Eq.s65d
Jscd < Js0d + J2c2, c , vc,
wherevc is a proper cutoff for the previous expansion,ĝszd
can be estimated as
ĝszd = pfJs0d − z2J2g + 2J2vcz.





v2s1 + 2J2vcd2 + „pJs0d + pJ2v2…2
,
which is qualitatively the same as the one given in Eq.s68d.
In particular, the dc conductivity is found to be the same.
Since in the following we will address the issue of the tem-
perature dependence of the resistivity, we can safely rely on
the approximations66d of the damping coefficient, which
takes into account only the contribution ofJs0d.
B. Evaluation of the damping coefficient
In order to determine the damping coefficients66d, we
first have to evaluate the functionwsjd defined in Eq.s67d.
By rewriting the summations over thesradiald indexesn,p in
Eq. s60d as integration over continuum variables, and taking




p2c2oml E dqE dq8uGqm,q8lx u2










wherek=v /c, k8=v8 /c and the last equation follows from










From the above relation it is obvious that the only terms of
uGkm,k8l
x u2 which contribute to the limits67d are those behav-
ing like ,1/sk−k8d2, i.e., the term proportional toLs2d in Eq.










s2d u2 = seip/2 + e−ip/2e2isdm+1−dmdd
3 se−ip/2 + eip/2e−2isdm+1−dmdd
= 4 sin2sdm+1 − dmd. s73d
Substituting Eq.s73d into Eq. s72d, and evaluating the limit









sin2sdm+1 − dmd. s75d












Observe that Eq.s76d is valid for both kinds of defect solu-
tion s10d ands11d. However, since the phase shifts are deter-
mined by the eigenfunctionh of the scattering problems20d,
C1v or C2v will give rise to different potentialsV1vsr d or
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V2vsr d, and then different phase shifts. As a consequence,
also the functionGsjd in Eq. s75d will be different in the two
cases, leading to a different temperature dependence of the
damping coefficients76d.
V. INVERSE MOBILITY
We evaluate the phase shifts by adopting the Born
approximation.28,29 The phase shiftdmskd of the wave func-
tion with angular momentum and wave vectork then reads
dmskd = arctanpAmskd, s77d
whereAmskd is the expectation value of the potential over
the eigenfunction of the corresponding unperturbed







Let us first consider the case of the scattering of a vortex-
antivortex pair by the magnons. In this case the potential







s2d, with C1v given by Eq.sA2d. One









sr − R1d · sr − R2d
sr − R1d2sr − R2d2
,
which gives, using the translational invariancer −R→ r
s¹C2vd2 =
d2
sr − d/2d2sr + d/2d2
=
d2
sr2 + d2/4d2 − sr · dd2
.
Since the distanced between defects is a fixed parameter and











hImskd/2dfKm−1skd/2d + Km+1skd/2dg − Kmskd/2d
3fIm−1skd/2d + Im+1skd/2dgj,
whereIn andKn are the modified Bessel functions of the first
and second kinds, respectively.
Returning to Eq.s75d, we observe thatGsj=k/cd is a
function of the dimensionless variabley=jd/2c. Introducing
the same variable also into Eq.s76d, we may rewrite the















−1=" /ea2 is the quantum of inverse mobility for a
given lattice spacinga, d=aa, andEc="c/akB is the char-
acteristic temperature scale associated with the magnons.
Even though a quantitative estimate of Eq.s81d requires the
knowledge of the values of these microscopic parameters, its
qualitative behavior can be promptly understood. In particu-
lar, since all the temperature dependence ofm−1 is due to the
Bose factor in Eq.s81d, one can expect that the inverse mo-
bility vanishes at zero temperature, where no thermally acti-
vated scattering processes exist, and increases linearly at
high temperatures, with the slope determined by the shape of
the functionGsyd. In the left panel of Fig. 5 we plotsm /m0d−1
as a function ofT/Ec for several values ofa. One observes
that already at small fractions of the ratioT/Ec, the inverse
mobility is linear in temperature. Moreover, asa increases
the linear behavior arises at even smaller temperatures, and
the overall value of the inverse mobility decreases.
B. Single vortex
Let us analyze now the behavior of the inverse mobility
obtained when we identify the defect as a single vortex. In








As a consequence, the phase shifts defined by Eqs.s77d and
s78d are given bysmù1d
FIG. 5. sColor onlined Inverse mobility in units ofm0
−1 as a
function of the rescaled temperatureT/Ec. Left panel: inverse mo-
bility of a vortex-antivortex pair, according to Eq.s81d, at several
values ofa. Right panel: inverse mobility of a single-vortex defect,
according to Eq.s83d.






Note that the phase shifts in the case of a single vortex do not
depend on the wave vector, but only on the angular momen-
tum. Thus, the functionG defined by Eq.s75d does not de-





64p2 + fp2 + 64msm+ 1dg2
< 0.032.
BecauseG is a constant, we can introduce the rescaled vari-








Here, we used the fact thate0
`dy y2/ sey−1d2=p2/3. In com-
parison with the case of a vortex-antivortex pair, the main
difference is that here the inverse mobility depends on the
square of the temperature, for all the temperatures. In the
right panel of Fig. 5 we plotsm /m0d−1 as a function ofT/Ec:
notice that the overall variation of the inverse mobility is
smaller compared to the case of the vortex-antivortex pair,
but they are still of the same order of magnitude.
VI. APPLICATION OF THE MODEL: THE CASE
OF CUPRATES
A. The spiral state in cuprates
Although the model we have developed above could be
applied to describe the dynamics of topological defects in
several frustrated Heisenberg spin systems, here we concen-
trate on lightly doped cuprates. Indeed, a large part of the
literature devoted to frustrated spin systems is connected to
the t−J model, which is the strong-coupling limit of the
Hubbard model. The latter is considered to be the prototype
of an effective description of the CuO2 planes of cuprate
superconductors. At half-filling thet−J model describes a
spin-1/2 antiferromagnet which is believed to have long-
range order at zero temperature. As the system is doped away
from half-filling, the motion of a hole will leave a trail of
spins pointing in the wrong direction. Thus, two issues must
be settled:sid the character of the quasiparticle wave function
andsii d the effect of the hole motion on the spin background.
Both issues have been extensively addressed in the literature.
In the atomic limitst=J=0d of the Hubbard model, consid-
ered by Brinkman and Rice,30 the “string” of perturbed spins
can be healed only by retracing the original path and return-
ing all the spins to their original position. As a consequence,
in the presence of a finite but smallJ, they argued that the
ground state of the hole involves a magnetic polaron: the
cost of creating a ferromagnetic region around the hole is
compensated by the fact that inside this ferromagnetic cloud
it can sit at the free-particle band edge.
At larger value of J s1*J/ t*5310−3d Shraiman and
Siggia4 showed that, at least in the Ising limitsJzÞ0,J'
=0d, the picture of band-narrowing effect is more appropriate
than the polaron formation. In the Ising limit the holes are
infinitely massive, because they are self-trapped to their
original position by the string of overturned spins. When a
finite J' is included, quantum spin fluctuations associated
with it can repair a pair of overturned spins and the mass of
the holes becomes large but finite.31 Several calculations32–34
were performed using an effective Hamiltonian which
couples the holesconstrained to no double occupancyd to
Holstein-Primakoff spin waves. The result is that the hole
moves on a given sublattice, forming a narrows,Jd quasi-
particle band with the minimum at the wave vector
s±p /2 , ±p /2d, plus an incoherent part originating from the
spin-wave excitations created by the hole motion. By using a
semiclassical approach, Shraiman and Siggia4–6 showed that
one can assign to the hole states a dipolar momentumpa,
which is a vector both in lattice and spin space. The coupling
between this dipolar moment and the magnetization current
j a=V3]aV of the antiferromagnetic background, described
by an NLs model for V, leads, at finite doping, to a spiral
reordering of the antiferromagnetic phase of the background
spins. Within a similar approach, Gooding35 has argued that a
strong localization of the hole could eventually lead to a
skyrmion-like configuration of the background spins. How-
ever, while the polaron or the skyrmion formation seem to be
plausible scenarios for a single defect, at finite doping the
picture proposed by Shraiman and Siggia of a new helical
spin configuration is more likely. Later, many calculations on
the t−J sor t− t8−Jd model based on different approaches
have indeed confirmed that a spiral ground state can be fa-
vorable at low doping.7–10,36
Recently, the interest in spiral formation int−J-based
models has been revived due to the experimental observation
of incommensuratespin correlations in cuprates, i.e., an en-
hancement of the spin susceptibility at a wave vectorks
slightly displaced with respect to the commensurate wave
vector sp /a,p /ad. In particular, detailed measurements of
the incommensurability as a function of doping are available
for lanthanum-based compounds.37,38 For doping x larger
than 0.05, i.e., in the regime where the samples are super-
conducting, the observation of four peaks atsp /a±d ,p /ad
and sp /a,p /a±dd, and the simultaneous measurement of
incommensurate charge peaks, leads to a natural interpreta-
tion of the spin incommensurability in terms of antiferro-
magnetic domains separated by charge stripes oriented along
the principal axis.39–41 However, at lower doping, for
0.02,x,0.05, in the so-called spin-glass regime, where no
superconductivity is observed, only two diagonal peaks have
been measured,37 similar to the ones represented in Fig. 1.
Even though these peaks could still arise from diagonal
charge stripe formation, several arguments suggest that a spi-
ral picture in this regime is more likely, as discussed in Refs.
11, 36, and 38.
These observations stimulated further investigations on
the microscopic derivation of theSOs3d NLs model s2d,
which can allow for the determination of the various micro-
scopic parameters. Klee and Muramatsu16 considered the
continuum field theory arising from a microscopic spin-
fermion model, where itinerant electrons are coupled via a
Kondo-type interaction to localized spins, described by the
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Heisenberg model. The spin fluctuations around the spiral
configurations1d are included by allowing the vectorsn1 and
n2 to vary slowly on the lattice scale, and by adding a small






Î1 + 2an · L + a2L 2
.
By also taking into account the coupling to the fermions and
integrating them out, Klee and Muramatsu derived an effec-
tive action for the spin field which is theSOs3d NLs model
s2d with an additional term
SKM =E dt d2xfkks]tnkd2 − pkas]ankd2g
−E dt d2xsasn1 · ]an2d. s84d
In the above action both the exchangeJ between the
spins and the fermionic susceptibilities contribute to the
coupling constantsk and pa. If only the Heisenberg
interaction between the spins is considered, then
k1=k2;k=1/h8Ja2f2+oacossQaadgj, k3.0, p1a=p2a
=sJS2/4dcossQaad, p3a.0, and sa=sJS2/adsinsQaad. The
subtle interplay between holes and spins is represented in the
last term of the microscopically derived effective models84d.
Indeed, since it is not positive definite, the weight of some
field configurations in the path integral will tend to infinity,
hence leading to instabilities. In order to ensure the action to
be at a minimum, one should impose the condition that the
full coefficientssa=xa−sJS2/adsinsQaad, where xa is the
holes’ contribution, must vanish. This stability argument de-
termines the spiral incommensurabilityQa as a function of
the microscopic parameters and the doping concentration.16
A more general derivation of the stability condition has
been proposed recently by Hasselmannet al.11 In this ap-
proach, Eq.s84d is considered as the continuum limit of the
Heisenberg model alone and the effect of doping is included
within a minimum coupling of the order parameter to a
gauge fieldBa representing the dipolar character of the hole
state, already emphasized by Shraiman and Siggia.4–6 It is
then shown that the stability condition
pka]ank · fBagD 3 nk + san1 · ]an2 = 0,
wherefBagD denotes the ordered fraction of dipoles, relates
the incommensurate vectorQ to the hole density,11 in
agreement with neutron scattering measurements in lantha-
num cuprates.37 Moreover, the dipolar frustration described
within this minimal-coupling scheme renormalizes the bare
coefficientspka of Eq. s84d, leading the system toward a
stable fixed point wherep1a=p2a=p3a;pa,11 which corre-
sponds to the models2d that we considered. In this picture
we can also determine the parameterk=JS2/4c2, where
c=Îcic'<2Î2JSa and sci /c'd2=cossQad.11 As a conse-
quence, we can now apply our previous results to the spin-
glass phase of lanthanum cuprates.
B. Inverse mobility in cuprates
Until now we evaluated the inverse mobility of the defect
without specifying how this quantity can be accessed experi-
mentally. As we explained above, in lightly doped cuprates
the holes act simultaneously as source and stabilizing mecha-
nism of the dipolar frustration. When topological defects are
present in the spiral spin texture, one could expect that the
holes sit on top of the defectssingle vortex or vortex-
antivortex paird to minimize the frustration. Thus, the mea-
sured in-plane inverse mobility of the holes would be de-
scribed by Eq.s69d with the damping coefficient given by
Eq. s76d. However, this scenario should apply only for tem-
peratures above 150 K, because below this temperature the
experiments signal charge localization.
In the case of cuprates, the magnon temperatureEc is the
antiferromagnetic couplingJ<1200 K measured at zero
doping. Actually, a lower value is expected if one takes into
account the renormalization of the spin-spin interaction due
to the disorder introduced by hole doping and quantum ef-
fects. The resulting inverse mobility as a function of tem-
perature for the case of a vortex-antivortex pair is reported in
Fig. 6 for several values ofEc and a. Observe that using
a=3.8 Å, as appropriate for cuprates, one obtains
m0
−1=0.46 V s/cm2. Inspection of Fig. 6 shows that already
at Ec=1000 K the overall variation ofm
−1 between 150 and
300 K is of the order of 0.05 V s/cm2, as observed
experimentally.42 Moreover, in the case of the vortex-
antivortex pair, an upper limit for the application of Eq.s81d
is given by the temperatureTv of the vortex-antivortex un-
binding. By estimatingTv,pJS2/2, in analogy with theXY
model, we find thatTv is of the order of 400 K for the values
of Ec used in Fig. 6.
The inverse mobility of a single defect is shown in Fig. 7.
The overall variation of the inverse mobility turns out to be
quantitatively smaller in this case. As we explained in the
previous section, the main difference between the tempera-
ture dependence of the inverse mobility obtained with the
single vortex or with the vortex-antivortex pair is that in the
former casem−1~T2 always, while in the latter casem−1
evolves towards a linear behavior at a crossover temperature
FIG. 6. sColor onlined Contribution s81d of the motion of a
vortex-antivortex pair to the inverse mobility of the holes in
cuprates.
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which depends onEc anda. As we discussed in Sec. II, the
presence of the two kinds of defects depends on their energy,
which scales asEfC1vg, ln j for the single vortex and
EfC2vg, ln d for the pair, wherej is the correlation length
andd the distance between vortices, respectively. In the ab-
sence of disorder and at low temperatures, one would expect
j to be finite, but still large enough to prevent the formation
of free defects below the crossover temperatureTv, where
pairs start to unbind.19–22 However, in Ref. 11 it has been
argued that disorder leads to a strong reduction of the corre-
lation length, and thus single defects start to proliferate al-
ready at temperatures lower thanTv. Comparison with recent
resistivity data seems to support this conclusion. Indeed,
studies performed by Andoet al.27 for compounds in the
spin-glass regime indicate that the second derivative of the
in-plane resistivity with respect to the temperature is positive
up to ,300 K, implying thatrab,Th with h.1. Based on
previous experiments,42 we interpreted the resistivity data for
cuprates in terms of the dissipative motion of vortex-
antivortex pairs only, which gives rise to a linear resistivity.12
However, in the light of these new data, one could speculate
about the coexistence of single-vortices and vortex-
antivortex pairs, which would consequently lead to a power-
law behavior of the resistivity with a more complicated ex-
ponent, expected to be larger than 1.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We study here the properties of frustrated Heisenberg spin
systems in which a noncollinear spin state is formed at low
temperatures. In the long-wavelength limit, the system is de-
scribed by theSOs3d NLs model, and several differences
arise with respect to the usualOs3d NLs model adopted to
describe collinear spin states. In particular, vortex-like exci-
tations play a crucial role in determining the finite-
temperature critical behavior.17 We concentrated on the con-
tribution of these topological defects to transport properties.
Our approach extends to a non-Abelian field theory the well-
known collective-coordinate method employed previously to
study the dissipative mechanism in one- and two-
dimensional systems.25 We consider two kinds of topological
defects: a single vortex and a vortex-antivortex pair. We
show that the interaction between the defect and the spin
waves is described by a particle coupled to a bath of har-
monic oscillators. The scattering of the defect by the mag-
nons leads to its dissipative motion. We integrated out the
bath and calculated the mobility of the defect. Quite gener-
ally, its temperature dependence is determined by the thermal
activation of the magnons, which vanishes at zero tempera-
ture and follows, at higher temperatures, a power law whose
exponent depends on the type of defect. In particular, we find
that it is linear for the vortex-antivortex pair and quadratic
for the single vortex. We apply the model to describe trans-
port in lightly doped lanthanum cuprates. Several theoretical
and experimental studies suggest that in these systems a spi-
ral state is formed at low temperatures.11,12,37,42Our results
for the mobility indicate indeed that a possible mechanism
for transport in these materials, for 150 K,T,400 K,
could be the dissipative motion of an electrical charge at-
tached to a single vortex or a vortex-antivortex topological
defect.
Although we have applied the model to the particular case
of lightly doped cuprates, the approach presented here is
quite general, and can be employed to investigate the role of
topological defects in any frustrated spin system described
by theSOs3d NLs model. As far as the spin-glass phase of
cuprate superconductors is concerned, the incommensurate
peaks, the value of the resistivity, as well as its linear tem-
perature dependence and anisotropy, might be explained
within both the spiral and the stripe model.11,12,37,42A theo-
retical prediction that would discriminate between these two
scenarios, as well as its experimental realization, are still
missing. This issue is currently under investigation.43
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APPENDIX A: ENERGY OF A SINGLE VORTEX
AND OF A VORTEX-ANTIVORTEX PAIR
In this appendix we will calculate the energy of the topo-
logical defects in theSOs3d NLs model. Static solutions of
the model obey the Laplace equation
¹2Csr d = 0. sA1d
A single-vortex solution centered atR=sX,Yd has the form
C1vsr ,Rd = arctanSx − Xy − YD . sA2d
Its energy is given by
FIG. 7. sColor onlined Contribution s81d of the motion of a
single-vortex defect to the inverse mobility of the holes in cuprates.
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EfC1vg = Nc2E d2r s¹C1vd2 = 2pNc2 ln,a .
A bound vortex-antivortex pair described by
C2v = C1vsr ,R1d − C1vsr ,R2d, sA3d
with C1v given by Eq.sA2d, is also a solution of Eq.sA1d.
The vortex-antivortex defect can be written in a more com-
pact form as
C2v = arctanH fd 3 sr − Rdgzsr − Rd2 − d2/4J ,
where the center of mass and relative coordinate, respec-
tively, are given by
R = 12sR1 + R2d, d = R2 − R1.
In order to evaluate the energy of the vortex-antivortex pair
EfC2vg = Nc2E d2r s¹C2vd2,
we use Eq.sA3d, which yields
EfC2vg = Nc2sI11 + I22 − 2I12d, sA4d
where
I j j 8 ;E d2r s¹Cs jdds¹Cs j8dd,
andCs1,2d;C1vsr ,Rs1,2dd. It is easy to show thatI11 and I22
are equal




The integralI12 is highly nontrivial. After some calculations,








sR1 − R2d2E d2r 1sr − R1d2sr − R2d2 . sA6d
The first two integrals on the right-hand side of Eq.sA6d are
identical and equal toI11, whereas the last one must be evalu-
ated separately. Let us denote it asI12
s3d. After regularization, it
becomes
I12
s3d =E d2r 1fsr − R1d2 + a2gfsr − R2d2 + a2g .
By introducing new coordinates withr −R2→ r , the last in-
tegral acquires the form
I12
s3d =E d2r 1fr 2 + a2gfsr + dd2 + a2g . sA7d
In order to simplify Eq.sA7d, we introduce polar coordinates











r2 + 2rd cossw − fd + d2 + a2
,










Îsr2 − d2d2 + 2a2sr2 + d2d + a4
.






















Substitution of Eq.sA8d into Eq. sA6d yields
I12 = 2pFln,a − dÎd2 + 2a2lndaG . sA9d
After inserting the last relation together with Eq.sA5d into










which shows that the energy of the defect pair is finite.
APPENDIX B: DYNAMICS OF THE FLUCTUATIONS
AROUND THE DEFECT
Using the identities
sasb = dab + ieabcsc,
expS i
2




























Here,« stands foru«W u. By inserting Eqs.sB1d into the fieldAm
a












































The parameter« is small, «!1, becauseg« describes fluc-
tuations around the defect. Using the properties of the Pauli
matrices, we find
g« = 1 +
i
2
















+ imW · sW sin
Cv
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«2ma]mCv + Os«3d. sB3d
















]m« + Os«3d. sB4d
By substituting Eqs.sB3d andsB4d into the fieldAm
a given by



























APPENDIX C: EVALUATION OF THE KERNEL
In this appendix we will express the kernelK defined by
Eq. s40d as a functional integral. First, we divide the time
interval f0,tg into sm−1d subintervals of lengthe, so t=sm
−1de, and usesm−1d completeness relations between the
sm−1d exponential functions
Ksx,aW * ;y,bW ;td ; kx,aW ue−iĤt/"uy,bW l







xm ; x, x0 ; y,
sC1d
zWm ; aW , zW0 ; bW .
By insertingm completeness relations in the momentum
representation into Eq.sC1d, we obtain
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The matrix elementkxkzWkue−iĤe/"uPkzWk−1l, sk=1,… ,md, can



















P · xD ,
and using the properties of the overlap of coherent states, we
find that the kernel acquires the form


















fPksxk − xk−1d − eHsxk,Pk;zWk* ,zWk−1dgJ . sC4d
In order to integrate over the momentaPk, we have to
explicitly calculate Hsxk,Pk;zWk
* ,zWk−1d. Using the coherent





















which, after insertion into Eq.sC4d and integration over the
momentaPk, yields






































sDnm,pqzpq,ak* znm,ak−1 − Dpq,nmznm,bk−1 zpq,bk* d .
Now, we consider the continuum limit,e→0, of the last
equation. Using the boundary conditionssC1d, the first term






fzWk−1 · szWk* − zWk−1* d − zWk* · szWk − zWk−1dgJ
= expH12 ok=0m−1 zWk · szWk+1* − zWk*d − 12ok=1m zWk* · szWk − zWk−1dJ
= exph 12fzW0 · szW1* − zW0*d − zWm* · szWm − zWm−1dgj
3 expH12 ok=1m−1 fzWk · szWk+1* − zWk*d − zWk* · szWk − zWk−1dgJ
→ exps− 12ubW u2 − 12uaW u2dexph 12bW · zW*s0d + 12aW * · zWstdj
3 expH12E0t dt8szW · zẆ* − zW* · zẆdJ .
The other terms in Eq.sC5d can be trivially written in the
continuum limit, yielding then Eq.s41d.
APPENDIX D: INITIAL DENSITY MATRIX
FOR THE BATH IN THE COHERENT STATE
REPRESENTATION
It remains to evaluate the matrix elements of the initial
density matrix for the bath in the coherent state representa-
tion










where the partition function reads




† b̂pqdg = p
pq
s1 − e−"vpq/kBTd−2.
Since the bathsa and b are not coupled, the total density
matrix is the product
rBsbW * ,bW 8,0d = rB,asbW a
* ,bW a8,0drB,bsbW b
* ,bW b8,0d,
of the density matricesrB,a and rB,a for the bathsa and b,
respectively, given by
rB,asbW a







for the batha, and analogously for the bathb, with the par-
tition function
Zb = Za = trfe−Uopq
vpqsâpq
† âpqdg = p
pq
s1 − e−"vpq/kBTd−1.
We shall evaluate the previous matrix element by inserting
two unity operators in the occupation number representation
for the batha sin the following, to simplify notation we omit
the indexa in the bW , bW 8, andnd
















3knpq8 ubpq8 l. sD1d
Now, we use the scalar product of the states which define the







Substituting the above expression into Eq.sD1d, we obtain
































* bpq8 exps− Uvpqdg. sD2d
APPENDIX E: EQUATIONS OF MOTION
Our next step is to solve equations of motions47d. In
order to achieve this aim, we introduce the ansatz





* std = eivnmtfanm




where the functionalsW andW̃ will be determined from the
equations of motion and 0øtø t. By substituting the first
time derivative of Eqs.sE1d into the equations of motion
s47d, we obtain the expressions which determine the time















0 fx,tg = i ẋDkl,nmeisvnm−vkldt,
sE2d
W̃nm,kl
0 fx,tg = i ẋDnm,kle−isvnm−vkldt.
Notice thatW̃nm,kl
0 =−Wnm,kl
0* . BecauseW andW̃ must satisfy




























































The functionsg appearing in Eq.s44d obey the equations of
motion s47d with the boundary conditions46d. We solve
them by introducing the ansatz
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with the conditionsWstd=0 andW˜ s0d=0. By inserting this



















































which will be used later. From Eqs.E1d andsE5d the bound-
ary terms read
znmstd = bnme−ivnmt + o Wnm,klsx,tde−ivnmtbkl,
znm
* s0d = anm
* e−ivnmt + o W̃nm,klsx,0de−ivkltakl* ,
sE8d
gnms0d = anmeivnmt + o Wnm,klsy,0deivkltakl,
gnm
* std = bnm8
* eivnmt + o W˜ nm,klsy W ,tdeivnmtbkl8* .
APPENDIX F: EVALUATION OF Gnm,nm
In this appendix we evaluate the diagonal elements of the
matrix G=Ga+Gb, where the elementsGnm,nm
a are given by
Gnm,nm
a = 12fWnm,nmfx,tg + W̃nm,nmfx,0g + W̃nm,nm* fy,0g
+ Wnm,nm
* fy,tgg + 1
4opq fW̃nm,pqfx,0g + Wpq,nmfx,tgg
3fW̃nm,pq* fy,0g + Wpq,nm* fy,tgg , sF1d
and those of matrixGb are obtained from the latter by the
substitutionDnm,kl→−Dkl,nm=−Dnm,kl* . Using the Born ap-
proximation for the functionalsW andW̃ given by Eq.sE4d,
and the form of the functionalsW0 andW̃0, defined after Eq.
sE1d, we find
























n* eisvnm−vpqdst9−t8d = Wnm,nmfx,tg.
Using Eq.sE3d, as well as its complex conjugate evaluated at
y and retaining only the terms quadratic in the coupling con-
stants, we can write the last term in Eq.sF1d as
1
4opq fW̃nm,pqsx,0d + Wpq,nmsx,tdgfW̃nm,pq











dt9sW̃nm,pq0 fx,t8g + Wpq,nm0 fx,t8gd























+ ẋmst9dẏnst8de−isvpq−vnmdst8−t9dg . sF3d
Substituting Eqs.sF2d and sF3d into Eq. sF1d, we obtain
the diagonal elements of the matrixGa, in the lowest order in
the coupling constants
Gnm,nm












n* e−isvnm−vpqdst8−t9dg , sF4d














n dfẋmst8d − ẏmst8dg
3 fẋnst9deisvnm−vpqdst8−t9d − ẏnst9de−isvnm−vpqdst8−t9dg .
sF5d
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APPENDIX G: EVALUATION OF THE COUPLING
CONSTANTS
In this appendix we calculate the coupling constants
Gkm,k8l
* =E d2rhk8l* ¹ hkm, sG1d
where the wave functions are given by
hkm=Î k2,fHms1dskrd + e−2idmHms2dskrdgeimq sm. 0d.
sG2d






























s1d skrd + e−2idlHl−1












In evaluating the expressionsG3d, one can use the









However, the terms coming fromFmskrd would then be di-
vergent atr =0. This divergence is an artifact of approximat-
ing up to r =0, the true solution of the scattering problem
s20d with the functionssG2d. At small r, indeed a better
approximation for the radial part of the functionshkm is pro-
vided by the Bessel functionsJmskrd, which are regular at






























Because the terms inSsv ,v8d proportional todsv±v8d do
not contribute to the damping matrixs61d, we can directly
discard them from the definition of the coupling constants,





































F kmsk8dm+1Qsk8 − kd + 12kdsk8 − kdG ,
where
Llm
s1d = − eipsl+md/2e−2idm + e−ipsl+md/2e2idl ,
Llm
s2d = eipsl−md/2 + e−ipsl−md/2e2isdl−dmd.
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